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the four different studies, their manag~erial and theoretical irnplicatiorrs, a 

conclusion, and a perspective on future research. 



"The two most sfgfllfiifrlrsnt advances Ffl survey methodology 
during the Mentieth century 

were the FnSsro$ucts'on of randern sarnpSing in the 1940s 
and intewiewing by telephone jn the 1970s. 

80th of these innovations hawe transfarmed how most maj~or surveys are drone. 
We are now witnesshg another dewe/uprnent in suwey rnethodoI~gip~ 

the consequences a f  which may prove to be even more pmfiund 
If js the C O I I I ~ C ~ ~ B I ~  ~ r f  wrvey  data through ["..I e-rnai1 [ano'J the WorM Wide Web." 

(Di!Srnan ZOOO' p. 352) 

6.1 SynropsZs 

As th~e quote ill~ustrates, Dillman (20003 views the development of online 

sluweys as one of the most profound developments in the survey research 

industry. This potential of onlline s~umeys is driven by two main developments: 

(1) The rapid development of the World Wide Web where over half a billion 

people worlldwide now have Internet access (FJIWA Internet Surveys 2003) and 

(2) the aduantag~es of online surveys, especially low costs and fast responses, 

which rnaike online surveys an effective alternative to traditional survey methods. 

Metzke and Allan (20015) even predict that within two years time, online surveys 

will have an average predicted share of business of 39.6%, more than telephone 

(310.7%), face-to-face (23.9%) or mail surveys [5.7°/a). Despite the increasing 

po~pularity, scientific research on online surveys is still scarce. This is surprising 

since online surveys a,re imlore than just a new survey modle. According to Miller 

and Clislkson 1(21001), oirulin~e surveys present a techn~ological and cultural change 

that influences what we do as researclhers and how we think about research. 

As the success of online surveys will 'ktalnd lor faill! by the credibility of the; 

data i t  ganera~tes" [Taylor 201010, p.51) in relation to data collection costs, 

empirical evidence is needed that examines critical factors anid their impact on 

the effectiveness of online surveys. Therefore, the overall objective of this 

dissertation was to investigate thle impact of design fa~ctors, modle effects, and 

lndividulal differences on the effectiweness of online surveys. The studies were 

conducted In a 8-2-8 as well as &-2-0: context wising surveys, expe~rirnents, and 

Generalizability theory (G-theory). The types of web surveys th~at were 

inlrest~glated were volunteer opt-in panels and mixed mode surveys conducted 

with list-based samples. The different perspectives on oinline surveys wer~e 

combined in the follawxinl~g overall research qluestioin: 



What are the critical factors that influence the eFectlveness of online 

marketkg research 7 

This maln research problem was analyzed by conducting Four consrJcutllule 

studies, which were discussed in chapter two through five. In chapter 2, we 

examined the effect of the timing of follow-ups, dliEerent incentives, length, and 

presentation of the quest~onna~re an the response rate and response quality in an 

onkine experimental setting, Systematic differences in response quality were 

investigated by examining and comparing the equivalence [chapter 3) and 

generalizability (chapter 4) of online and mail surveys. Chapter 5 focused an 

tndividual differe~nces in motives to join an online access panel and the 

corresponding effects of response motives om response rate and response 

quality. 

The final chlapter of this dissertation cons~sts of a discussion of the results of 

the four different studies and a perspective on Future research. 

6.2 Qlscussio~~n 

This dissertation contributes to the survey literature in several important 

ways. As illustrated throug~hourt this dissertation, the virtual environment OF 

online surveys has chan~ged the surveying process significantly. Because of these 

different processes, empirical findings from the exist~ng survey literature cannot 

per se be generalized to the online setting. AYso, existing studies on online 

surveys are still scarce. To Fill the lacunae rega~rding quality of online surveys, we 

lcornducted~ several interrelated studies that present a comprehensive assessment 

of critical factors that influence response quality of online surveys usi'ng different 

empirical methodologies. The four studies in this dissertation build upon ea~ch 

ather and answer successive research questions which, taken together, kelp 

researchers in three different phases of the surveying process: ( I )  creating an 

optimal design of on~liclle surveys that increases response rates and rer;panlsc 

quality, (2) comparing the quality of online and mail surveys, and (3) evaluating 

the quality of online access panels. 



Chapter 6 

6.2. L D e s l g ~  o f  Onfine Siuinreys 

Study one examined the impact of several imlpartan~t d~esign factors where 

the evidence from the traditional survey literature could not be translated to the 

online environment. The virtual settin~g requires, for example, different incentive 

schemes; since cash incentives cannot be attachled to an online qu~estilonnaire. It 

is also unclear how a Yongborriine survey is defined. Rosenblurn (2001), for 

exarnplle, states that onl~ine surveys should not contain more than 211 questions, 

which is generally considered too slhort for most surveys. To answer th~e 

Fundamental question of how to design oni~ine surveys, we conducted aln online 

experiment in which the effect OF the timing of follow-ups, different incentu~ves, 

length, and presentation of the questionnaire on the response rate and response 

qlual~~ty was examlned, 

The results showed that Uong questionnaires still generated a surprisingly 

high response, which indicates that online surveys hawe the potential to be used 

for swbstan~tiiwe resea~rch, Moreover, we found that lotteries with several small 

prizes are very effective in increasing the response rate, especually in short 

surveys. This is surprising since the mail survey literature fi~nds that s~ma~ll cash 

Incentives for every respondent are more successful in increasing lresponse ra~tes 

than lotteries or donat~ons (Warnner et ai. 1996). 

En addition, study one was allso one of the first studies to examine the use 

of design elements that make use of the interactive nature of the Internet, such 

as product Images, Slhowing pictures of products instead of o~nly giving the name 

In~ereased response quality whilie response rates were lower, especially in the 

Uong version. Also, respondents lln the visual version preferred an incentive that 

compensated for the time and effort they spent on the questionnaire rather tha~n 

a donation to  ch~arity. This indicated that respondents in the visual version were 

subject to longer downloa~ding tlmes. 

6.2.2 CornparabIIISy of O n S f ~ e  and Mail Surveys 

Qn~ce researchers krnaw how to design online surveys, i t  is paramou~nt to 

lnwestlgate the response quality of online surveys and examine whethe~r there 

are any systematic d,ifferences between online and offline self-administered 

surveys. Because of the importance of response quality, two studies in this 

diissertatian exa~mined different a~spects of response quality. I n  both stu~dies, we 

conducted a large-scale real life quasi-experiment in which relevant influen~cin~g 



Fadors such as sample source were the sa~me across groups so that systematic 

differences between online and mail surveys could be ewamlned. 

Study two examined whether online and mail suweys produce canverg~ent 

results. Even though online surveys seem to replace talelphone surveys in the 

commercial world, online and mail surveys are shrnilar in structure an,& are 

therefore often used in mixed-mode servlce quality studi,es. I n  the context of a 

large BZB service quality assessment, we analyzed the accuracy and 

completeness of respondents' answers to both olpen and closed quest~ons. 

Overall, the results suggested that online and mail surveys produce equivalent 

results. Both the composite reliability and the average variance extracted showed 

conslistently high levels for both groups, and the means and warian~ce-covariance 

rnatrluces were equal across modes. Convergent validity between thle twlo survey 

modes was supported Fuuther by a measurement-invariance test based an 

rnultigroulp confirmatory factor analysis (38reskog 1971). However, minor 

differences occur~red in the answers to open-ended questions. For example, 

online respondelnts provided more improvemen~t suggestions, indicated more 

often to which competitor they wanted to swirtch, and iprowided lengtlhler answers 

in  response to  requests for exam~ples of positive experiences with the company. 

Study three compared the generallizability of onlliine and mail surveys in a 

cross-national service quality study. We illustrated how G-theory can be used to 

compare online and mail surveys while taking data collection costs into account. 

Looking at the required or desired response quality in relatio~n to data collection 

costs is interesting since the two are directly 'uinked. For example, iF  more items 

alre added t o  a questianna~i~re to improve the relialbiliity of the constructs and thus 

the response quality, the cost must also increase. Evlen though online surveys 

benefit from lower costs, the costs af large-scale in~ternational performance 

measurement, even when administered online, may s t~ l~ l  be substantial, 

Surveyors can thus pursue two different goals: (1) maximize response quality 

given a certain cost level or ( 2 )  rnin~mize costs given the desired response 

quality level. The results of thlis study indlicated a comparable levlel of 

generallilzability between olnline and mail surveys, confirming the findings of study 

two. The cost fwnctian~s do not only prove that online surveys benefit from 

considerably lower costs, but help researchers to decide how restricted research 

resolurces may best be ernplloyed. 



Both studies find convergent results betw~een online and marl surveys. These 

find~ngs are prernislng and direct researchersbtteention to other influences on 

the quallity of oniine surveys, such as the sample. Study two and three alsa bear 

strong implica't~ons for mixed-mode suweys since they show haw online and mail 

surveys can be compared. 

6.2.3 Qua!Xtny of OnS5ne Access Panek 

-This dissertation shed more light on the design of online surveys and 

provided evide~nce that onlline surveys are comparable to mail surweys. While this 

is impartant info~rmation that helps in the set-up of online surveys, the quality or 

online studies stands alnd falls with the quality of the sample. In  a 13-2-B co~ntext, 

many companies stllll have a database from which they can draw a randarn 

sample. I n  contrast, most 5-2-C companies hawe to rely en e-mail addresses 

fro~m online panels. Though a majority of online panels are very large and apply 

sophrstlcated weighting technrques to campose a representative sampling frame 

with respect to demographics, empirical evidence suggests that an- and offline 

samples are still different, leadi~ng to rncomparable results (e.g., Robinson, 

Newstadtl, and Kestnbaum 2002; Sparrow and Curtice 2004; Vehavar, Lozas 

Manfreda, and Eatagelj 1999). These differences could be caused by self- 

selection of online panel mern~bers. 

Since panel members have to be highly motivated to join an online pan~ell 

and to continuously participate in online surveys, online access pa~nels are likely 

to contain respondents wh~ich are more wrlling to cooperate. Many respondents 

are members of several panels or partl~cipate because of the money they can win 

[@,go "The free Get Paid to Take Surveys Online Guide;" 

http:llwww.surueys4money.com/). As mentioned in the Introduct:Slon, ComScore 

Networks (ZiQ05] even report that 30°?0 a6 all online surveys are com,pleted by 

olnly 0.25°/~ of the? Internet poplulatilon. 

Therefore, the aim of study four was to enhance the existing survey 

literature by identifying the u~nderlying m~otives that stimulate respondents to 

partrcipate in online panels. This dissertation presents one af the first studies to 

axarninle Individual difference In response motives. Specifically, we established a 

more complete typology of response rnotlves which was tested th~roug~h the n~ewly 

developed SPI. We also examined the effect of the type aF motivatjon oln the 

participation rate as well as response quality. Based on the SPI, respo~~ndents 



could be divlded into three clusters where respondents can be charactetized as 

voicing asslsta~nts~ reward seekers, and intrinsics. Hntrinsics exhibited higher 

participation rates but lower response quality. This suggests that researchers 

have to trade-off increased response rates which are supposed to reduce 

nonresponse error with a potential loss in response quality due ta an 

rcvverrepresentaticrn of highly motivated respondents. 

The SPI presents a useful tool for researchers to assess respondents" 

motives to join online access panels or participate in speciflc online suweys. 

Researchers can thus determine whether their sample is representative with 

respect to the type and level of motivation and whether they have overly 

motivated or professional respondents in their samplefpanel. In addition, the 

design of the e-mail invitation and survey ran  be matched to the response 

mative in order to Increase response rates when i n v ~ t ~ n g  panel members ta 

participate in suweys. 

6.2.4 Results in Reference to the OveraEi Ebecttweness of Qnlirnr?n 

Sume ys 

The results of this dissertation can be referred back to tlhe effectiveness 

equation as presented in the i~ntroductian of this dissertation. I n  essence, 

effectiveness of marketing research can be expressed as a function of two 

variables: (1) costs alnd ( 2 )  data quality. One of the key advantages of online 

surveys ils lower costs (e.g., Illieva, Baronl, and Mealey 20021. Yet, claims 

regarding the cost-effectiveness of onlin~e surweys in international service 

research were largely based on anecdotal evidence and klad not beeln 

systematrcally analyzed relative to mail sumeys. To compare the cost structures 

of  online and mail surweys, we conducted in-depth interviews with flve 

researchers working at three d~ l f f~ rent  international market research agencies. 

We came up with two cost functions for mail and online surveys (details on how 

the cost functions were derived can be found in Table 4.2). Our equations show 

that the Fixed costs of online surveys are slightly higher becaulse of th~e 

ip~ralglrarnming efforts upfront, but variable costs are virtually zero. Thus, online 

surveys are indeed less expensive than mail suweys 

Costs do not only include money but also time spent during the complete 

research cycle. As mentioned earlier, online surveys are repolfled to have much 

faster response times than for exampl~e mail surweys. I n  study one, we received 



more tha~n half of the finall responses (52.9%) after only three days and the 

average response time was 6.6 days. Even tholugh slightly higher than the 5.59 

days as reported by Illiewa, Ba~ron and Healey (2002),  our evidence confirms the 

speed of online surveys. The res,panse time was not recorded in the other 

studies, but our experie~nce verifies the fast response time of online surveys. Olnle 

interesting finding from study one is that respo~ndlents in the lottery graup 

responded 1 and 1.5 days faster thlan thle donation and voucher group, 

respectively. This could be due to the fact that respondents in the lottery might 

have inlferred that by responding early, they have a higher chance of winning a 

price. 

Finally, ail online surveys should be viewed in light of potential coverage 

and sampling, nonresponse and m~ea~surement error. As outlined by Cowlper 

(Couper ZOOO), different types of web surveys are more or less sensitive ta the 

differenlt types of errolr. Companies should be careful when uslng wolu~nteer op t -~n 

pan~els. While these panels are growin~g fast and receive widespread attention, 

study four shows that there is a self-selection of vol~unteess who join the panel. 

Since this dissertation provides new empirical evidence on costs and quality 

of online surveys, resea~rchers are now able to assess the effectiveness of online 

surveys and chose the most appropriate research mode for their research 

objective at hand. 

6.3 Perspectives a n  Futlure Resea~rch 

This paragraph provi~des general directio~ns for Future studies in marketing 

researclh and the progression of online sulweys. As mentioned in the introdwcti~an, 

there has been growing skepticism about the role and value of traditional 

marketing research in influlencang ma~nagerlal decision making. Glrsbalizatian, 

technology and communicatian, reduction in traditional IboundarIes, and a 

strategic focus on the use of Information seem to requiire a new era of marketing 

research. Common points of criticism about traditional survey modes are high 

casts and long research cycles in rela~tion to the quality of the information that is 

delivered (Burke, Rangaswarny, and Gupta 1999). The adva~nces, of the Internet 

afler an opportunity to address these limitations of existing research approaches. 

Online surveys are cheaper, faster and easier to complete, and foster large scale, 

international research. 



Furthermore, the Internet democratizes the survey-taking process silnce 

large scal~e data collection is no longler restr~octed to major organizations, The 

relatively low cost of conducting online sutveys essentially puts the tool in the 

hands of almost every person with access to the Internet (Couper ZK30C)). Yet, the 

downside is that the design and development of online surveys has in large part 

come from computer programmers, many of  whom have little or no training in 

survey methodology (Dillman and Bowker 2001). Tlhe flood of online survey tools 

makes it increasingly dificult to distin~guish the goad from the bad. Survey 

methodologists are in demand to bring their knowledge on methodology to online 

surveys. 

Study two and three of this dissertation compared online and mail surveys 

because the type of research for which mail surveys are used is most likely to be 

supplemented by onlin~e surveys. However, future research should examine how 

alternative modes compare to online surveys. I t  mlight be especially Interesting 

to compare telephone surveys, which have the Eargest share of business at the 

moment (34.4%) (Metzke and Allan 2005).  Telephone surveys are not self- 

administered and random digit dialing makes it possible to obtain a 

representative na~tlonal sample, However, telephone surveys are threatened by 

growing time pressure, rise of telemarketing, more mobile phones a1nld less fixed 

lines, answering machines, caller ID, call blocking and no answers (Morin 2004). 

Future studlies should a1lso examine additional design factors, sluch a~s survey 

invitations and introductions lor different layouts. Also the impact of potential 

moderating factors on tlhe results shaln~ld be investigated. In  addition, systematllc 

differences between online surveys and traditional modes should be wer~fied In a 

5-2-C context where sampling is a much bigger issue. 

Nonresponde~nts have received little attention In the survey literature. 

Brennan and Mloek (1992) find that refwsers differ from nlonrespondents with 

regard to their opinion toward survey participation and demo~nstrate q,urte 

different attitudes and behaviors. Also Bickart and Schmittleln (1999) propose 

that some respondents are less prone to participate in surveys. This problem1 

might be intensified for online surveys whlere the threshold for partickpatian is 

higher; respondents need to be online a~nd be willing to devote their precious 

time to participate in online surveys while they could spend their online mlinutes 

on more enjoyable things. Since nonresponse is likely to be drihen by differenrt 

factors than the response motives as identified in study Four, future research 



could Ide,ntiFy reasons that dnve nonrespamse and the impact on sample 

representat~weness and response quality. Researchers c~ould examine in how far 

nonrsspondents affect coverage, sampling, and nonresponse error. 

This dissefiation used vr~lu~nteer opt-in panells and cunducted mixed mode 

surveys with list-based salmples. Future research could also examine oth~er types 

of online surveys (Table 1.1). In  addlition, onlin~e qualitative research might be 

worth inveotigatling~. Severall authors and practitioners acknowledge the wide 

range of possibilities for qualitative online research (e.g., Montoya-Weiss, 

Massey, and Clapper 1998) Schall, Mulders, and Drent 2002h However, the role 

of the moderator diFfsrs a~nd spontaneous reacti~ons and nonl-verbal cues are 

diifficult to sirnula~te in an online environment (e.g., Greenbaurn 1398). As 

Greenbaurn (1998) articulates tha~t "Internet Focus Groups are not Focus Groups 

- So Don't Call Them That", future research sho~uld assess whether online 

qualitative research methods still provi~de detailed insights into the phenomena 

uvrdler study. Hence, researchers should critically com~~pare several online and 

traditional qualitative research methods to assess their quality. 

While the interactivity of the Internet offers great design opportunities, 

mlost online surveys are mere copies of tlheir paper counlterparts. Market 

research companies a~re only slowly starting to irnpllement rnore interactive 

question formats, for example by using alternative interfaces or metaphors. 

Advancing the desigln of online surveys could be a key compet~itive advantage 

that may also help to prevent declining response rates by making i t  easier, more 

in~tuitive and rno~re en~joya~ble for the respondent to participate i~n online surveys. 

In our opinl~on, future marketing research will be rnore integrated with other 

infolrmation tools. For example, customer relationship rnanagemen~t so~Rware 

cou~ld include lonliine surveys and research reporting applicatians, Also decision 

support tools such as dashboa~rds can integrate online surveys to receive 

continuous input from customers to predict future behavior as well as revenues. 




